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Vlak Lamp

Ambient lighting

Circular materials

Reused batteries

SUSTAINABLE INSIPRATION

Vlak makes high-tech circular lighting. Vlak 1 in 

The Student Hotel room 2426 is an LED desk 

lamp that is bent from a flat sheet of printed 

circuit board, minimizing waste. Its LED lamp is 

constructed from insulated metal substrate 

(IMS) - that is, a thin piece of combined 

aluminum, isolation, copper and with an added 

touch of matte black paint. The knob can be 

turned to control the lighting level, which 

ranges from a warm, dimmer light to a brighter 

one.

http://www.vlak-light.nl/index-1.html


Boommade 
Plants

Fallen tree 
branches given a 
second life

SUSTAINABLE INSIPRATION

Boommade collects former trunks and branches 

of fallen trees from the Netherlands. These 

trunks and branches are visually brought back 

to life through the use of artificial leaves. 

Boommade made 2 plants for the TSH project, 

and 1 of them custom made to fit the pot on the 

Valence wall design which nudges towel 

rehang. This is a collaboration with Dutch 

designers at CANTOR Circulair.

https://boommade.nl/duurzaamheid-bomen-planten/


uHoo Air 
Monitor

uHoo air monitor 
measuring safe air 
quality

SUSTAINABLE INSIPRATION

uHoo is a comprehensive indoor air quality 

monitor that measures CO2, VOC, Particulate 

Matter (PM2.5), Temperature, Humidity, and 

more. The Sustainable Stays project is 

monitoring air quality in the three test rooms as 

part of evaluating various interventions in the 

rooms. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, 

the uHoo now also provides a Virus Alert which 

informs you that the air is not only healthy, but 

also safe.

https://uhooair.com/2020/03/19/4-ways-to-ensure-your-air-quality-is-safe-while-your-family-is-in-quarantine/


Wall Design & 
Towel Rehang

Natural wall design 
with hook to reuse 
shower towel

SUSTAINABLE INSIPRATION

CANTOR Circulair supplies a sustainable 

design collection of furniture that has been 

designed and produced by various sustainable 

entrepreneurs based on the circular idea that 

raw materials and products are optimally used. 

The Valence wall element can be found in the 

inspiration room with an extra hook for guests 

to rehang their towel, and a biodegradable 

plant holder. A Boommade plant was custom-

made for this design. 

https://cantorcirculair.nl/cantor-circulair/


Low-flow 
Shower Head

Hydrao low-flow 
nudges shorter 
showers

SHOWER & BATH INNOVATIONS

The Hydrao Smart Shower is a behavioral and 

water-saving solution. This French innovation is 

equipped with LED colored lights that indicate 

how much water is consumed during the 

shower. We are alternating using this 

showerhead for its low-flow functionality and 

the behavioral functions to test the effect of 

both functions separately. The device comes 

with an app that provides quantitative 

feedback for the user. It is battery-free as it 

works with a micro-turbine.  

https://www.hydrao.com/eu/en/


Aguardio 
Shower Solution

Aguardio gives direct 
feedback to help 
guests shower shorter

The Aguardio Shower solution provides real-

time feedback through a shower timer to 

influence water-saving behavior. The sensor 

responds to the user turning the water on/off 

whereas the display shows the user data about 

shower behavior to encourage water savings. 

We are testing this innovation with and without 

an additional nudge - using social comparisons 

and self-serving behavioral science techniques. 

SHOWER & BATH INNOVATIONS

https://www.aguardio.com/


Join the 
Pipe Bottles

Reusable bottle to 
encourage less 
plastic use

Join the Pipes’ reusable water bottle is 

designed to combat single-use plastic waste. 

This sustainable bottle can be refilled as 

needed, and guests are encouraged to take 

them home and re-use them after their stay.

SHOWER & BATH INNOVATIONS

https://join-the-pipe.org/en/


Heat-reflecting 
blinds 

Aluminum material 
blinds help reflect 
sunlight 

Innovation partner Kvadrat sourced 3 

innovations for this project, one of being 

aluminum heat-reflecting blinds. These blinds 

produced with an aluminum backing reflect 

sunlight and are expected to moderate room 

temperature, which can help reduce energy 

used for heating and air conditioning in the 

hotel room.

CIRCULAR FURNITURE

https://www.kvadrat.dk/en


Blackout 
curtains

Blackout curtains 
with Greenguard
Certification

Kvadrat blackout curtains have received the 

Greenguard Certification (indicating low 

VOC’s) and will also be upcycled at the end of 

their lifetime to make new products out of the 

curtain material. The curtains produce a 

lightfastness score of 5, have good sound 

absorption and airflow, and are expected to 

keep sunlight out in sustainable fashion.

CIRCULAR FURNITURE

https://www.kvadrat.dk/en


Circular 
Headboard

A headboard with 
materials to be 
recycled & reused

Kvadrat and Occony partnered up to produce 

a stylish, sustainable circular headboard. The 

used fabric from Kvadrat will be upcycled at 

the end of the lifetime and made into new 

products. The construction of the bedframe and 

its headboard are made from 100% waste-

paper, meaning no virgin materials were used.

CIRCULAR FURNITURE

https://www.kvadrat.dk/en
https://occony.com/collectie-workdesk/


Circular 
Desk

97% recycled sit-
stand workplace 
desk

Occony’s lightweight work desk provides an 

electrically adjustable, sit-stand workplace 

made from recycled waste paper. Produced 

locally with a recycling rate of 97%, the work 

desk is free from Volatile Organic Compounds, 

and the materials are Cradle2Cradle certified. 

The product in TSH has a fixed height.

CIRCULAR FURNITURE

https://occony.com/collectie-workdesk/


Circular 
Armoire

Sustainable, 
water-resistant 
open closet

Occony designs their furniture with various 

principles in mind: durability, circularity, 

cleanliness and sustainable sourcing. The 

circular armoire fulfills these principles while 

providing spacious and comfortable storage. 

With the use of bio-based solutions, the 

materials are water-resistant for at least 8 

hours.

CIRCULAR FURNITURE

https://occony.com/collectie-workdesk/


Circular Floor

Circular floor 
focused on reusing 
materials 

Maasdam is creative in total design, smart in 

project furniture and a market leader in floor 

finishing. They collaborated with the interior 

design team at The Student Hotel as part of the 

Sustainable Stays project. 

CIRCULAR FURNITURE

https://maasdam.nl/


Feel free to get in touch with Anke

anke@innovationlighthouse.org or visit 

www.innovationlighthouse.org!

We love 
feedback & 
collaboration!

mailto:anke@innovationlighthouse.org
http://www.innovationlighthouse.org/

